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Abstract—In this paper we propose several novel approaches
for incorporating forgetting mechanisms into sequential predic-
tion based machine learning algorithms. The broad premise of
our work, supported and motivated in part by recent findings
stemming from neurology research on the development of human
brains, is that knowledge acquisition and forgetting are comple-
mentary processes, and that learning can (perhaps unintuitively)
benefit from the latter too. We demonstrate that if forgetting
is implemented in a purposeful and date driven manner, there
are a number of benefits which can be gained from discarding
information. The framework we introduce is a general one and
can be used with any baseline predictor of choice. Hence in
this sense it is best described as a meta-algorithm. The method
we described was developed through a series of steps which
increase the adaptability of the model, while being data driven.
We first discussed a weakly adaptive forgetting process which we
termed passive forgetting. A fully adaptive framework, which we
termed active forgetting was developed by enveloping a passive
forgetting process with a monitoring, self-aware module which
detects contextual changes and makes a statistically informed
choice when the model parameters should be abruptly rather
than gradually updated. The effectiveness of the proposed meta-
framework was demonstrated on a real world data set concerned
with a challenge of major practical importance: that of predicting
currency exchange rates. Our approach was shown to be highly
effective, reducing prediction errors by nearly 40%.
I. INTRODUCTION
The tasks of information acquisition and of representation
of knowledge are central to machine learning and related
disciplines such as data mining and pattern recognition [1].
Therefore it should come as no surprise that an increase in
data availability is all but universally seen as a positive thing:
the more information an agent has at its disposal, the greater
should its ability to form accurate models and make reliable
predications be [2]. However, in the context of the practical
constraints of the real world, this last conclusion is – perhaps
unintuitively – not correct, and a learner can in fact benefit
from a process which is diametrically opposite to that of
information gathering: forgetting. As we will demonstrate, if
forgetting is implemented in a purposeful manner, there are a
number of benefits which can be gained from discarding infor-
mation. Herein we specifically focus on temporal, sequentially
ordered data, which is indeed highly relevant in a range of
different application domains including financial markets [3],
health care [4], human behaviour analysis [5], visual tracking
[6], data mining from social media [7], [8], evolution of ideas
[9], [10], and many others.
Useful insight can be gained by considering how human
learning in its various forms benefits from discarding informa-
tion. Indeed, there is an increasing amount of evidence which
demonstrates the importance forgetting in human learning. For
example, recent work in neurology suggests that the develop-
ment of cognitive disorders lying on the autism spectrum [11]
is associated with the malfunctioning of the synaptic pruning
process [12], [13]. This leads to over-connectedness in certain
areas of the brain and explains a range of impairments in
social interaction and communication, such as compulsiveness
and repetitive motor behaviour [14]. Synaptic pruning is just
one type of forgetting whereby information stored in certain
neural connections is ‘purposefully’ (in the context of a natural
selection evolved brain) discarded.
Another interesting and insightful example of adaptive
human forgetting concerns, amongst others, motoneural forget-
ting that astronauts experience in environments with different
gravitational conditions [15]. Neuromuscular activation pat-
terns used to handle objects, assess their mechanical properties
(mass, moment of inertia around a certain axis etc) exhibit
changes that can be interpreted as forgetting the ‘training data’
used to learn this tasks on Earth, and undergo a new learning
experience. In contrast to the previous example, in this instance
forgetting, in the sense of discarding largely inconsequential
prior experiences happens abruptly – there is no slow (in the
context of the required adaptations) transition from one to
another gravitational environment. As we will shortly discuss
in more detail, our framework was designed exactly with
these considerations in mind: the need to adapt to a gradually
changing environment, as well as to an abruptly altered one.
II. PROPOSED META-FRAMEWORK
In Section II-A we start with a technical motivation of the
proposed framework. In particular we illustrate why an explicit
forgetting model is needed for nuanced, adaptive learning by
showing that what may be incorrectly interpreted as implicit
learning of forgetting by traditional methods, is in fact not
addressing the challenge our work is aimed at solving.
A. Technical motivation
Consider a stream of temporally equispaced observations
{xt} = . . . , x−3, x−2, x−1, x0 where t denotes the discrete
timestamp associated with the observation xt, and x0 is the
most recent observation. The challenge is that of predicting
the next, yet unseen observation, that is x1. Linear regression
based prediction can be made using a window which encom-
passes the most recent l observations i.e. x−l+1, . . . , x0 by
linearly combining their values using the corresponding set of
coefficients c−l+1, . . . , c0:
x∗1 =
l−1∑
i=0
c−ix−i, (1)
where x∗1 is the predicted value of x1.
The optimum values of coefficients ct can be learnt from
historical, training data. In particular, if the entire historical
record includes L observations, the optimum values can be
learnt by minimizing the historical prediction error in terms of
its Euclidean norm:
c∗ = argmin
c
(‖Xc−Y‖2)2 (2)
where:
c = [c−l+1, c−l+2, . . . , c0]
T
, (3)
X =
 x−l x−l+1 . . . x−1x−l−1 x−l . . . x−2. . . . . . . . . . . .
x−L−1 x−L . . . x−L+l−1
 , (4)
and
Y = [x0, x−1, . . . , x−L+l]
T (5)
The quadratic form of the optimization task in (2) leads to
a closed form solution by simple differentiation with respect
to c and the setting of the differential to zero, yielding:
c∗ =
(
XTX
)−1
XTY (6)
If this method is applied on the currency exchange rate
data we describe in Section III, the coefficient values obtained
are as shown in Figure 1. There are several things which
can be readily noted. Firstly observe that the magnitude of
the coefficients decays with the time difference between the
current observation (‘Day 0’) and a past observation. This is to
be expected: in simple terms, more recent data matters more.
This supports the general premise of our work. The second
interesting pattern which emerges is that of alternating signs
of consecutive coefficients, suggesting that the recent trend
(derivative) of the stream is important in the prediction. This
too is to be expected from a well behaved function and Taylor
series.
At this stage it is tempting to see the decaying coefficient
magnitudes as addressing precisely the point which we set
out to address with this work: data driven forgetting of
historical information. However it is important to understand
why this is not the case. What the result in Figure 1 shows
is that progressively time distant observations matter less for
prediction. However, there is no forgetting taking place here
because the fitting process in (2) considers all historical errors
as having equal significance. The fitting procedure considers
distant historical errors to be as important as recent historical
errors thereby demonstrating a lack of its ability to account for
model changes across time. This is what we aim to achieve
herein.
B. Previous work
Having motivated the challenge at the crux of the present
work, in order to contextualize our contribution, we now
overview some of the previous work on incorporating forget-
ting mechanisms which have been described in the machine
literature to date. As noted earlier, work in this realm is
scarce, and falls under the umbrellas of either preliminary and
exploratory work, or simple and ad hoc methods.
Rubin and Wenzel [16] performed an empirical study to
search for forgetting regularities over a larger number of data
sets (210 to be precise) motivated by the premise of finding a
universal forgetting function which they termed the retention
function. It should be borne in mind that the data sets they
adopted were all taken from the previous work in the area of
psychology, thereby possibly introducing some domain based
bias in the findings. Rubin and Wenzel described a set of 105
two parameter forgetting functions to which the data from the
210 sets was fitted. The functions considered included included
the standard linear, hyperbolic, logarithmic, exponential, and
power functions, and a number of others. Their preliminary
findings identified four, namely the logarithmic, power, hyper-
bolic, and exponential as the most promising candidates for
future work to focus on.
The work of Kahana and Adler [17] also considered
the general problem of gradual forgetting and showed both
from theory, using a minimal set of assumptions, as well
as corroborated using simulations on synthetic data, that an
exponential decay provides the most fundamental forgetting
model.
A different line in inquiry was adopted by other authors
who were interested in the phenomenon known as concept
drift. Koychev [18] described a method based on ad hoc,
manually predefined heuristic rules that abrupt forgetting can
effect an improvement in predictive performance.
C. Learning to forget passively
A way of addressing the problem highlighted by our
experiment in Section II-A was already alluded to in the
discussion of the findings: the importance of model prediction
errors on the training data corpus can be weighted using an
exponential function whose free parameter – the forgetting rate
– can also be learnt from data. Formalizing this model leads
to the following extension of (2):
(c∗, T ∗) = arg min
(c,T )
(‖ (Xc−Y)⊗W‖2)2
(‖W‖2)2 (7)
where the meaning of the symbols c, X, and Y remains the
same as before, ⊗ denotes element-wise matrix multiplication,
Fig. 1. Linear regression coefficients corresponding to the most recent observations, obtained by optimizing for their value using the entire training data set (3
years) of USD/EUR exchange values (daily averages). Observe (i) that the magnitude of the coefficients decays with the time difference between the current
observation (‘Day 0’) and a past observation, and (ii) the alternating signs of consecutive coefficients, suggesting that it is the recent trend (derivative) of the
stream that is important for prediction.
and:
W =

e−0/T
e−1/T
...
e−l/T
 , (8)
Unlike the minimization problem expressed in (2), the
formulation proposed in (7) cannot be solved in closed form.
Instead, we adopt an iterative procedure whereby alternating
optimizations of the model parameters, namely the forgetting
rate T and the vector of coefficients c, is performed until
convergence. More specifically, we start by an informed start-
ing value of c∗1 (the subscript introduced here refers to the
iteration number) estimated without forgetting, i.e. using (6),
and then keeping the vector c∗1 fixed, estimate the best value
of T ∗1 for these coefficient values. Then, keeping the value of
the forgetting rate T ∗1 fixed, which reduces the optimization
task of (7) to that of (2), we update the estimate of the
regression coefficients to produce c∗2, and so on, until a certain
threshold on the fitting quality is met. In particular in this
work we terminate optimization when the updates effect an
improvement in the relative error smaller than 0.001. For
clarity, a flowchart with the key steps in the proposed method
is included in Figure 2.
We term the type of forgetting just introduced passive for-
getting. The reason for this is that while the method learns the
average rate at which past observations cease to be important, it
cannot account for possible abrupt changes in the phenomena
producing observations. Real world examples include events
such as market crashes, important political changes (e.g. the
outcome of the recent referendum on the membership of the
United Kingdom in the European Union – the so-called Brexit),
etc. A more complex model is needed to account for this type
of forgetting, one which monitors its own performance and
detects a change in performance which justifies the forgetting
of some data in its entirety.
D. Active forgetting & self-aware monitoring
To motivate the second facet of our algorithm, we estimated
the value of the dominant regression coefficient (correspond-
ing to the most recent historical observation) using only a
sliding 3 month period across the training data corpus, using
our USD/EUR currency exchange data set, introduced and
explained in more detail in Section III. Its variation over time
is shown in Figure 3. In addition to the expected stochastic
variation of the coefficient, what can be readily observed are
periods of dips and troughs. As noted in the previous section
these are readily traced to major world events, such as those
which can result from major changes on the stock market or
on the global geopolitical scene. When such changes happen
not a gradual but an abrupt way of forgetting historical training
data is required. In our method this is achieved by having the
predictor constant monitor its performance and when a decline
in prediction accuracy is detected, a possible model change is
considered. In particular, we assume that expected stochastic
changes in the prediction error follow a Gaussian distribution.
Then with each incoming observation we check if there is a
sequence of the most recent historical observations such that
the current model would be expected to encounter such an
anomaly only once in 10 cases (a different criterion for possi-
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Fig. 2. A flowchart summarizing the proposed method of forgetting which we term passive forgetting. This approach successfully learns the average rate at
which past observations cease to be important (the forgetting rate) but cannot account for possible abrupt changes in the phenomena producing observations.
ble model switching can be chosen based on the acceptability
of risk in a specific application, as well as the understanding
of the underlying phenomenon). When this happens a series
of alternative hypotheses is postulated by fitting the model
introduced in the previous section using varying amounts of
most recent historical data. If the performance of one of these
models on the outlying historical data is found to be superior
to the current model, the superior model is adopted as the
current model and the previous estimation and self-monitoring
process continued as before.
III. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In this section we describe the experiments we conduced
to evaluate and assess the performance of the proposed ideas,
summarize the most important findings, and discuss their
implications for practical application and future research. We
being by introducing the data sets we adopted for the evalua-
tion.
A. Data
To maximize the reliability of our results and minimize
the possibility of accidental patterns emerging by chance, we
sought data sets which are (i) appropriate for the task at
hand, (ii) large (thus allowing a large number of predictions
across the timespan of the data), (iii) practically relevant
and challenging, (iv) publicly available, and (v) diverse in
the nature of phenomena they correspond to. In line with
these criteria we settled to two data sets, one which concerns
currency exchange rates, and one which concerns near Earth
surface atmospheric temperature measurements.
More specifically, the first data set used includes the mean
daily exchange rate between the United States of America
dollar (USD) and the official currency of the Eurozone –
the Euro (EUR). We obtained the maximum amount of data
freely available from OANDA web site: https://www.oanda.
com/solutions-for-business/historical-rates/main.html.
The second data set we used in our experiments concerns
the average daily temperature covering the period of the last
10 years. Much like the previous corpus it is available freely
and can be obtained from the UK Meteorological Office
web site: http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/climatechange/science/
monitoring/ukcp09/available/daily.html.
B. Results
In order to assess the importance of both facets of our
framework, namely its passive and active forgetting mecha-
nisms, we performed evaluations first using passive forgetting
only first, and then using the method as a whole. In all cases
we examined the average Euclidean error (i.e. the L2 norm)
across the timespan of the data, relative to the error obtained
by a non-forgetting baseline predictor.
Our results for the USD/EUR exchange rate and aver-
age daily temperature are shown, respectively, in Table I
and Table II. Both qualitatively and quantitative the relative
performances of passive and active forgetting algorithms are
in agreement. Firstly, in all cases incorporating forgetting
effected a performance improvement over the non-forgetting
baseline. Passive forgetting reduced the average error rate by
TABLE I. PREDICTION PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT ON THE
USD/EUR CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATE DATA, ACHIEVED USING (I) THE
PASSIVE FORGETTING FRAMEWORK INTRODUCED IN SECTION II-C, AND
(II) ACTIVE FORGETTING OF SECTION II-D I.E. THE FINAL
META-ALGORITHM WHICH ENVELOPES THE PASSIVE FORGETTING
METHOD WITH A SELF-MONITORING AGENT ABLE OF MAKING ABRUPT
FORGETTING DECISIONS. BOTH METHODS YIELD AN IMPROVEMENT, THE
FINAL META-ALGORITHM EFFECTING A DRAMATIC AVERAGE REDUCTION
ERROR OF NEARLY 40%.
Method Improvement over
no forgetting
Passive forgetting 4.33%
Active forgetting 36.31%
TABLE II. PREDICTION PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT ON THE MEAN
DAILY TEMPERATURE RATE DATA, ACHIEVED USING (I) THE PASSIVE
FORGETTING FRAMEWORK INTRODUCED IN SECTION II-C, AND (II)
ACTIVE FORGETTING OF SECTION II-D I.E. THE FINAL META-ALGORITHM
WHICH ENVELOPES THE PASSIVE FORGETTING METHOD WITH A
SELF-MONITORING AGENT ABLE OF MAKING ABRUPT FORGETTING
DECISIONS. BOTH METHODS YIELD AN IMPROVEMENT, THE FINAL
META-ALGORITHM EFFECTING A DRAMATIC AVERAGE REDUCTION ERROR
OF OVER 30%.
Method Improvement over
no forgetting
Passive forgetting 6.43%
Active forgetting 32.08%
approximately 5% (to be precise, 4.33% and 6.43% respec-
tively). The main result, however, is the remarkable error
reduction achieved with the use of active forgetting. On the
currency exchange corpus the prediction error was decreased
by 36.31%, and on the temperature data set by 32.08%. All of
the aforementioned findings confirm firstly the broad premise
of the present work, demonstrating the importance of forgetting
in sequential prediction machine learning algorithms, as well
as the specific ideas underlying the newly proposed forgetting
models.
As an additional illustration of the outstanding performance
of our method in Figure 4 we also plotted the true USD/EUR
exchange rate over the period of 3.5 years and superimposed
the prediction of the proposed method. This plot shows that
in addition to achieving a very low average error rate, our
prediction tracks the ground truth remarkably closely, never
erring significantly (the plot is shown in large magnification
so that errors can at all be perceived by the naked eye). This
has major practical implications: even if an algorithm achieves
a low average error rate, even short lasting but significant (in
magnitude) transient errors can lead to, say, major financial
losses. The fact that our algorithms exhibits such consistently
superior performance illustrates its robustness and appropriate-
ness for deployment in the real world.
Fig. 3. Variation in the dominant regression coefficient (corresponding to the most recent historical observation) with time, when only a 3 month period of
training data is used, using our USD/EUR currency exchange data set (see Section III). In addition to the expected stochastic variation of the coefficient, what
can be observed are periods of dips and troughs which correspond to salient changes in the underlying phenomenon, such as those which can result from major
changes on the stock market or on the global geopolitical scene.
Fig. 4. Plot of the ground truth (solid pink) and the prediction of our active forgetting meta-algorithm (dotted blue), of 3.5 years of the mean daily USD/EUR
exchange rate. Our prediction tracks the ground truth remarkably closely, achieving both a very low average error rate (also see Table I) as well as a very low
maximum error across the timespan. In particular notice that no major errors can be noticed at any point in the plot. The plot is shown in large size so that
errors can be perceived by the naked eye.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
There is a mounting body evidence that forgetting plays a
crucial role in human learning. Yet, this aspect of adaptive
learning has all but entirely failed to be recognized in the
existing machine learning literature. The few attempts at
incorporating forgetting into the learning process have treated
the issue rather superficially, relying on only simplistic models,
and ad hoc, non-adaptively set parameters.
In this paper we introduced a novel approach for incorpo-
rating forgetting into sequential machine learning algorithms.
Our approach is general and can be used with any baseline
predictor of choice. Hence in this sense it can be described
as a meta-algorithm. The method we described was developed
through a series of steps which increase the adaptability of the
model, while being data driven. We first discussed a weakly
adaptive forgetting process which we termed passive forget-
ting. A fully adaptive framework, which we termed active
forgetting was developed by enveloping a passive forgetting
process with a monitoring, self-aware module which detects
contextual changes and makes a statistically informed choice
when the model parameters should be abruptly rather than
gradually updated. The effectiveness of the proposed meta-
framework was demonstrated on two real world data sets
concerned with challenges of major practical importance: those
of predicting currency exchange rates and daily temperatures.
On both tasks our approach was shown to be highly effective,
dramatically reducing prediction errors.
Our future work will explore possible applications of the
proposed framework to face recognition when the training
and query data are separated by a large time gap, which is
an outstanding practical and research challenge [19], to the
prediction of disease progression patterns [20], [21], [22], and
a number of other domains.
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